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Welcome to the May 2012 Edition  

Please be advised that First-Edge will report all fraud activities and attempt to commit crimes to: INTERPOL, 
FBI, CIA, IC3, US Treasury Dept., FinCEN, SEC, Federal Reserve, CC Commercial Crime Services, 
RCMP, New Scotland Yard, City of London Fraud Squad,  Crime Stoppers International as well as any Law 
Enforcement Agency in your area. 
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FE Magazine’s main objective is to keep our readers updated with the Month to Month News and 
transaction’s of the commodity world.  We will always stay aggressive in finding who’s who in bringing 
new concepts to the industry. 
 
The magazine will always publish traders issues with other traders of what’s happening with our trading 
system. We have found that some of these issue’s will be published in the First Edge Magazine. 
 
 

 
COLUMNISTS             

                                                                                              
We have Four Columnists who will bring you an up to date review of what’s going on in the world of 
commodities. 
 

OUR MAIN GOAL       
                                                                                    

Our main goal is to help trader’s and companies find new business partners from all around the world 
that are able to trade offers with online internet service.  
 
Our Customer Support Team are always at your disposal to help you against any problem faced on our 
website. 
 

NEWS BULLETINS    
                                                                                               

News Bulletin board for readers was released in February 2011 for readers to point out their personal 
view points on what’s happening in today’s commodity market place. 
 
 

NOTICE BOARD                                                                                        
 
You can place a notice about any product your looking for.  You may wish to tell other traders about 
your own products and ask them to contact you. 
You may be a trader wishing to get your product published and need place details on our Notice Board. 
You may also find some good contacts. 
 
If you have any question’s or need further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

fem@first-edge.co.uk 

 

     Introduction 
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Everyone at First Edge has welcomed Mr Doherty new Position in overseeing all Petroleum transaction  
That is passed onto First Edges desk. 
 
Mr Doherty owned one of the most prominent Law Firms (Vincent Doherty) based in City of London until 2010 
when he decided to look at other new businesses where he could expand he talent on other fields around the 
world.  
 
Over the past two years Mr Doherty has been reviewing petroleum transaction and conversing for First Edge 
with sellers and buyers. 
 
In early November 2011 Mr Doherty agreed to oversee all the petroleum transaction bought into First Edge. 
 
Mr Doherty will also maintain his present position as compliance lawyer & intermediary consultant. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Miss Huttenga has been working together with First Edge for over 2 years on Gold & Diamonds until June of 

2011 when she agreed to JV with First Edge to combine each other’s portfolio of clients together.  

Miss Huttenga & her support team manned by Paul  Wilkins her Partner ?  By joining together we can now say 

that our knowledge of the Gold and Diamond industry is Now Formidable. 

  

 

 
 

 
Mr Hebroke is a life long friend of  Mr McGhie he was also one of the main architect of First Edge. 
 

Mr Hebroke owns his own Family  Trading Commodity Company which has been trading for the 80 
years. 
 

 

 

 

Every one at First Edge would like to congratulate Mr Rice on getting married in 2011, Mr Rice has been with 

First Edge for two years and has negotiated  main deals with buyers  & sellers in Gold & Diamonds he is now 

look negotiating  other commodities products to extend his knowledge in the industry.   

  

 

New appointments 

Soji Doherty 
New Head Of Petroleum Purchases 

Mr H Hebroke 

Company Director  New Head of Indian Trading 

Head of International Banking 
Trading Advisor of European & Overseas commodities  

Miss Anne Huttenga 
New International Consultant  

Of Gold & Diamonds Purchases 

 
Mr Daniel Rice 
New Position 
Front end and Back Room Support 
Also Main Intermediary  Broker 
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What Is A Commodity Futures Contract? 
A commodity futures contract (i.e. a "futures contract," "commodity futures," or "futures") is a legally binding agreement between 

two parties to buy or sell a specific quantity of a commodity at a negotiated price at a specific date in the future. 

 

 

What Is An Option On A Commodity Futures Contract? 
Typically, a buyer pays a market-determined price (called a "premium") for an option on a commodity futures contract. If 

a buyer exercises his option within a specific time period, then he will be deemed to have entered into the futures con-

tract at the agreed-upon price stated in the option. 

 

 
What Products Are Commodity Futures Contracts Typically Used For? 

 
Futures contracts and options on futures contracts exist for a wide range of products, including: 

 Agricultural products: coffee, soybeans, wheat 

 Livestock: pork bellies, cattle 

 Natural Resources: oil, gas 

 Precious Metals: gold, silver, platinum 

 Financial Instruments: Stocks  & Bonds 

 Currencies: British pound, Japanese yen 

 

 
Can I Trade Futures Contracts Or Options On Futures? 

 
Futures and options are usually traded on a futures exchange by commodities brokers. Generally, individuals may trade 
them in two ways -- through an individual account or by participating in a "commodity pool." In your individual account, 
trading is done only for you by a commodities broker. In a commodity pool, you are purchasing shares or interests in 
the pool. The commodities broker executes trades for the pool as a whole, rather than for each individual in the pool. 
Pool participants share in gains or losses. 
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Commodity Futures Contracts Lawyers 

http://www.legalmatch.com/law-library/article/stock-lawyers.html


 

 

  

 

 
Who Regulates The Commodity Futures And Options Business? 

There are two organizations responsible for regulating the commodity futures and options business: 
 

 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC): The CFTC regulates commodity futures and op-

tions at the federal level. It is responsible for protecting customers who use these markets and monitoring such markets 
to prevent commodity price distortions and market manipulations. Futures contracts may only be bought and sold on 
exchanges licensed by the CFTC. 
 
 
Are There Any Disclosures I Must Be Given Before Opening A Futures Account Or Entering 

Into A Commodity Pool? 

 
Because trading in futures and options is a risky business appropriate only for certain businesses and individuals, the CFTC requires 

that a broker provide you with a document describing the risks involved in entering into futures and option contracts. The document 

provides you with an opportunity to carefully consider whether futures and options are appropriate for you in light of your experi-

ence, objectives, financial resources, and other circumstances. The broker must receive a signed and dated acknowledgment from 

you that you have received a disclosure document before he or she can accept any funds, securities, or property from you. 

 

 

 

 
Do I Need An Attorney If I Have Not Been Given The Necessary Disclosures Or The Trades 

In My Account Have Not Been Handled Properly? 

 
If a dispute arises out of your commodity futures or option account, it may possibly entail illegal activities by your broker 
such as unauthorized trading of your account, misrepresentation, nondisclosure, violations of fiduciary duty, or misap-
propriation (i.e. illegally taking) of funds. Some of your options include filing a complaint with the CFTC Reparations 
program, industry-sponsored arbitration, or court litigation. Although an attorney is technically only required for court 
litigation, seeking the advice of an experienced securities attorney is essential if you wish to fully protect your rights and 
have a greater chance of success. 
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First Edge & Global Look’s at Africa Together 

 

 

 

a Gold Scams and Fraud 
 

 

 

 

First Edge & Global Commodities has agreed to be more involved in the Main Structure of becoming more Struc-
tural in viewing it’s co operative clients by combining each other resources together. 
 
 
Together both companies will bring added benefits, such as negotiating  and review the current structure of most 
African Countries and Companies who are trading around the world.  
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We Are aware 

 

Both companies is aware of at Africa’s proven resilient to the global downturn, companies without a presence in 
Africa started taking another look, and those already selling there realized it was time to boost their presence and 
increase their footprint. 

 

A host of factors contributes to a rosier picture of Africa. The continent’s total GDP of $1.5 trillion is similar to that 
of Brazil, India or Russia, and it’s expected to grow faster than most non-BRIC emerging markets. While instabil-
ity still plagues some nations, overall, political risk has diminished over the past 20 years. If Africa remains frag-
mented with more than 50 countries, the emergence of trading blocs have significantly improved the business 
environment. And a new consumer class is emerging so quickly that total consumer spending is expected to 
double by 2020. 



 

 

 
First Edge & Global Look’s at Africa Together 
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Both Companies aims will be looking to set up and launch small Business Support Centre's as part of an indus-
try-wide initiative to help the small and medium sized businesses to develop their capabilities. 

 
 

Both Companies will be providing support with the latest technology and human resources structure and also 
targeting small rural entrepreneurs.  
 
These programmes will be bringing in the recognition of the small African companies who has been established 
in Africa for years. 
 
 

Engaging their key products 
 
Africa’s has a large sustainable development of commodity products and  a fast growing business in community 
investment program's. that’s why we have  focused on enterprise development and access to who’s who in cur-
tain area’s in the commodity based industry. 
 
Both companies is also working closely with African companies in increasing their overall output by bringing in 
qualified  personal  and finding funding in area that is necessary to help build the business. 



 

 

 
 

NEW AngloGold sees 2013 production at Congo's Mongbwalu 

 

 
BUNIA, Democratic Republic of Congo and AngloGold Ashanti has started construction at 

its confirmed 2.5 million ounces deposit Mongbwalu mine in north eastern Democratic Re-

public of Congo, the company said on Friday. 
 

 

 The firm aims to start pouring gold by the end of 2013 from the mine, which lies in the formerly war-torn region of Ituri, 
a renowned gold bearing area, said Richard Peattie, the mine's general manager. 
"We want this to become one of the cornerstones for AngloGold Ashanti in this region. 
 
 
The construction phase is being accelerated to prove the company's commitment to the region, where ongoing insecu-
rity has hampered exploration, Peattie said. 
 
 
The mine is expected to be the first of several projects on AngloGold's 6.000 km2 Ituri concession, where the company 
holds a 86.22 percent stake in a joint venture with the government. 
 
"There's no doubt that this place has got immense potential, just a little bit of drilling that we've done around here would 
suggest that we can make this into something special," Peattie said, declining to give details of investment costs. 
 
 
The Ituri region was the scene of brutal ethnic warfare during Congo's second civil conflict, which ended in 2003, and 
the area remains heavily dependent on informal artisanal mining to drive its fragile economic recovery. 
 

AngloGold also has a 45 percent stake in a joint venture with Randgold and the DRC authorities in the Kibali mine pro-
ject, which has probable reserves of more than 10 million ounces and is also expected to start producing by end-2013.   
(First Edge will look more into this construction in future issue) 
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Gold Price’s Moving Upwards again for Investors 
 

 
If gold keeps rising the way it did on Friday, this strategist has a trade for you.  

 

 

Gold has had a fairly rough ride in the last several months, but this week it was shining. 

 

 

Matthew Bishop, a co-author of In Gold We Trust?, thinks more appreciation lies ahead.  

 

 

"If you look at what's happening in Europe, they keep talking about austerity," he says, but it's not taking hold - and it's not turning 

around the economies that need it. "The long way out of this is we're going to get some inflation and we're going to see gold go 

from being a specialist investment to being something which the public as a whole starts to buy, and that's when the price will really 

shoot up." 

 

That would be a few years out - but in the meantime, Rebecca Patterson, chief markets strategist for J.P. Morgan Asset Manage-

ment, Institutional, is ready with a currency trade.  

 

 

First, though, currency plays on gold aren't straightforward. "If gold goes up on risk aversion you tend to want those safe haven 

currencies with low yields, things like Swiss franc 

 

,  

"If gold is going up because jewellery demand, commodity demand broadly is rising, you want to be in a commodity currency like 

the Australian dollar  
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First Edge Commodities is pleased be associated in 
Marketing 19 SPICED 
 
We have done our own  research and sampling  of this 
New Rum Drink at 3 of London’s Top  Restaurants  
And Bars based in the City and have got better than 
expected review . 
 
We was also informed in the middle of April that the 19 
SPICE received a Spirit Business Award 
 
The Spirits Business Awards was won  in the spiced 
rum category.  
 
  
First Edge is a direct agent of this product. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
We can advise of the following. We are selling under a major known Scottish Company so it will be up to the pur-
chaser to satisfy any and all customs requirements for their destination. 
 
Please be aware this is a first come first serve area around the world and only for people who has an indebt knowledge 
in the liquor industry. 
 
Once they have reviewed our price they will automatically know  what deal there getting.  
 
If you are interested in this New product please email: dm@first-edge.co.uk 
  
You will be sent 19 Spiced Break Down Cost once you have shown First edge that your company or the main contact 
on who you think would be prepared to look at this product has the capability to purchase. 
  
Please also note we can supply 1lt, 50cl and 35cl bottles also and should be able to supply mixed cases if required. 
This must be discussed and agreed beforehand however as the quantity must justify the extra handling etc. The 70cl 
bottle is the most popular and so that is why I am quoting you for that. If there is a specific market that requires other 
sizes we will of course try to satisfy the customers request. 
A stronger alcohol content may also be available subject to demand at 37% and 40% respectively. 
  
This is no different to any other business than it is all about volume! There may be some manoeuvrability on the price 
but that will be strictly down to the volume ordered. Having said that we do of course want to work with people who 
knows about product’s like this. 
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We will do everything in our power to keep our costs down and the product competitive - though I have no doubt that it 
is! 
 
This is no different to any other business than it is all about volume! There may be some maneuverability on the price 
but that will be strictly down to the volume ordered. Having said that we do of course want to work with people who 
knows about product’s like this. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We will do everything in our power to keep our costs down and the product competitive - though I have no doubt that it 
is! 
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First Edge reviews the scams running into 2012 

 
Welcome to another month dedicated to Evil Fraudsters and Scammers and how far these people would go to get their 
hands on your money. 

 

We at First Edge have seen & knows all what there is to know about scammers. 

 

We will  can also supply you with the right procedures and put you in contact with the right sellers that can make you 
money. 

 

90% of the time it come down to greed in losing your investment this means not looking at the downside of the transac-
tion and not  speaking with professional companies like First Edge for advice. 

 

First Edge can safely say it has never lost out on any Gold Deal that why we are getting more and more investors to 
transact deals for them. 

 

Our procedures are water tight and we are always updating our procedures for our ourselves & our wide range of finan-
ciers.  

 

Advance fee fraud, romance scams, investment scams and criminal operations involving gold are increasingly com-
mon, and are usually initiated via the internet. The scams can range from a business claiming to be a gold bar, gold 
dust or gold coin supplier to an individual involved in the shipping, investment or sale of gold. Gold scams are common 
in West Africa but no country is immune. Scams can take place in any country. 

 
 
In addition to the common gold scams on the internet, gold bars carry an increased risk of forgery due to their less strin-
gent parameters for appearance. Larger bars have a greater volume that can enable a partial forgery using a tungsten-
filled cavity, which is not easy to detect. Fake gold coins are common, and are usually made of gold-plated lead. The 
purity of a gold bar or coin can be expressed as a decimal figure ranging from 0 to 1, known as the millesimal fineness. 
Such ratings and quality inspections can be easily manipulated.  
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                       INTERPOL (Connecting Police for a safer World) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    
How to Contact INTERPOL through FE Magazine 

 
 Dear Reader 
 
 If you have been scammed or have tried to be scammed and have the full details on he person     
          or people, please sent the information to FE magazine so our team can start to investigate the   
          person or the people involved. (info@femagazine.co.uk) 
 
 There is two ways to contact INTERPOL 
 
1. The quickest way is to go direct to their website (in contact us). 
          here Is the direct link:  
          http://www.interpol.int/Contact-INTERPOL 
 
2.  you can also go through FE Magazine who will fax to INTERPOL with a FE Magazine    
     reference number, We will cc you a copy for your files we will also email Interpol a  copy also. 
 
 

Please help us make this a better place for traders by reporting Scammers 
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Fagans New Scammers List for 2012 

ATTENTION TO ALL HONEST BUYERS OF GOLD 

STAY AWAY FROM THE FOLLOWING GROUP OF AU SCAMMERS POSING AS GENUINE MINERS 
AND SELLERS. 
 

5) (Dr. EMMANUEL ACQAYE)  
P.O.BOX 1084 Achimota, ACCRA - Ghana, 
Ghana Office: +233 548590246 
Cotonou Benin Rep / Box 18604, 
Benin office Tel & : +229 (0) 98854263 
+229 (0) 98854263 email address  
Email: magdalineg@9.cn .  
 
6) MOHAMED KAMARA(GUINEA GLOBAL MINING GENERAL MANAGER) ADDRESS: COMMUNE DE 
RATOMA, AIR PORT: INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT GBESIA, DIRECT MOBILE NUMBER: +224 66030649, 
EMAIL: mohamedkamara210@aol.com, WEB:www.ggm.com  
 
7) Name. Mohan K Bellubbi.  
Contact person Mohan.  
3520 Lingraj Nagar South Hubli India 580031 INDIA.  
Bangalore is int'nal airport.  
Phone number 0091 836 2278246./+9901738243 (Cell).  
E mail id.mbellubbi@gmail.com  
 
8) Mr. Comlan Zitty  
address is C/784, Calavi,Cotonou-Benin,  
tel +22996415530 and the address of the seller is in the FCO.  
Mr. Comlan Zitty  
C/784, Calavi,  
Cotonou-Benin  
+22996415530  
04BP 0974  
Menotin Contonou-Benin, West Africa  
Tel. +229-97 84 86 85  
Mail: etsdavidcitadelint@yahoo.fr  
 
9) Omorodion Igbinosun( of Nigerian Passport # A01635732),  
@ 8 IGHOMWENGHIAN STR, OKA QTRS BENIN CITY, EDO NIGERIA, email of 
edeosa_nigeria_ltd@yahoo.com  
 
FE would like to Thank, Noel Megumichan 
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WANTED   PATRIZIO PILATI 
First Edge has a full book on him for: 

Fraud, using other companies to obtain credit. 
(this man is a very good liar be very careful) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Subject: Ptrizio Pilati 
To: asrtech1981@gmail.com 
 
He is now operating under a company from Dubai, and Australia with A Partner by name Of Alan the 
Company goes by the call letter NTR Nexus Technologies & Resources 
 
Good Day Sir, 
I have just come across your website and I wish I had known about it 3 weeks ago. The snake that that 
man is, is unbelievable.  
 
He has cost me just over $12 000 in flights, accommodation, food and sorts. 
He said that we needed to take Industrial diamonds to Zanzibar for him and that he will pay immediately. 
we were then told the transfer had been done, yet we are still waiting for that. 
 
Something needs to be done to stop this man. Kaylan Grover Cell : 073 486 4621Skype : kaylan.grover 
 

 
              WANTED ALIDA DU PREEZ 

 
 

First Edge has a full book on her for: Fraud, using other people identity to obtain money 
(this women is a very good at scamming be very careful) 

 
Email: alida@bahatiyetu.co.za Email: alida.dup@hotmail.com skype:  bahatiyetu 

Tel: +27 (0)31 916 7917 Mobile: +27 (0)72 651 7578    
Address: 19 ILLOVO BEACH ROAD, ILLOVO BEACH 4126, SOUTH AFRICA        
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The All New FE Petroleum News 

 
The New FE News focuses on upstream news, but it also offers the most extensive coverage on current 
events on deals through all type petroleum and gas pipelines around the world.  
 
FE News' editorial objective is to provide readers with solid, trustworthy and timely information about 
the oil and gas industry. And connect First Edge’s Team with all the current offer that is available.  
 
The news bulletin service and Petroleum News are frequently trying to break major significant stories 
around the world through our inside sources.  
 
Our news does not rely on press releases for information. Rather, we keep abreast of permit filings, 
lease reports and interactions with government agencies that often prove to be the forerunner of major 
happenings.  
 
Our philosophy serves the best interests of Petroleum News readers and advertisers because if people 
view our newspaper as a "must read," they are seeing the ads. We offer contracted advertisers in Pe-
troleum News a free listing on our notice board for Oil & Gas as well as many other benefits, but we 
have no editorial calendar because we firmly believe news, not dated information, draws readers.  
 
Our philosophy also serves the best interest of our advertisers: if people are reading the newspaper, 
they are seeing the ads. We offer contracted advertisers in Petroleum News a free listing in our Oil & 
Gas Directory as well as many other benefits, but we have no editorial calendar because we believe 
news, not dated information, draws readers.  
 
Also if you have a produce that need to be sold or purchased please email: 
(dr@first-edge.co.uk) 
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The All New FE Petroleum News 

 

 

What you need to know about FE News 

 
The pace of change in the global chemical industry is heating up. Having or not having the latest news to 

hand can be critical to the success of your business. 

 

FE Magazine news brings you breaking chemical news as it happens including market moves, analysis, 

data and more. The service is reliable, authoritative and always available when you need it most. 

 

With FE News you'll  get 

 
 Real-time news updated each month from every key sector of the chemical industry 
 

 Complete market coverage including the US, Asia, Europe, Russia, China, India and      
         Latin America 
 

 Key facts on more than 50 commodity chemicals including properties, process technology,       
         health and safety, market and price information, news summaries, and plant and project      
         Listings 
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First-Edge Notice Board’ is a service for people in the commodity world to view and release their product in 

a safe environment. 

 
Notice-Board has been specially designed to make sure all the deal’s that are shown are as real as it can get. That’s why we will vet 

all the company's and independents trader’s who wish to advertise on the FE Notice Board. Before anyone Trader can advertises on 

the FE Notice Board they must pass our checks that are designed to keep away the bad element’s in this industry. 

 

We will do our utmost in keeping the notice board Forum clean from inexperienced traders or any traders that have been blacklisted. 

 

To Advertising  with us - It only takes a couple of minutes to email your company information and the details you wish to submit. 

 

BOOKING/ADVERTISING NOTICES 

This is the first time booking my notices in FE Magazine. How would I go about it?  

FE Magazine email: fem@first-edge.co.uk. Here you can email to manage and pay for notices. Simply email FE Magazine for its con-

tracts. 

This is the first time I have viewed FE Magazine, How can I still advertise? 

Yes. For the next three months everyone who wishes to advertise with FE Magazine free of charge. 

We will give everyone in the commodity industry the opportunity to advertise their products and to review their advertisement  before 

it’s placed on the Notice Board.  

 

 PRICING 

How much does it cost after the 3 months have expired?  

We have kept costs of £50 including VAT for every 2 months to advertise. You will be sent an email notice stating what the next step 

will be, if you wish to continue advertising with FE Magazine. 

 

What do I get? 

Up to 100 words. If you submit more, your notice will be edited.  

All notices will be checked and approved by a moderator before they appear in FE Magazine but this shouldn't take long and they will 

come back to you promptly if there are any queries.  

 

How can I pay? 

You can pay with a credit or debit card via our secure payment system. 

 

I don’t want to advertise in FE Magazine. Do I still have to pay the monthly fee?  

No if you are on FE Magazine mail listing you will still receive your free Magazine. 

Who do I contact with any further questions? 

Customer Services on Tel: +44 208 769 0070  

Email: info@femagazine.co.uk 

Welcome To  

  NOTICE-
www.femagazine.co.
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Welcome To  

  NOTICE-BOARD 

  Deal of the Month 

 
First-Edge has Chosen this  to be the Deal of the Month.  Deal Alert 

Please contact First Edge if you think your deal should be deal of the month  ( info@first-edge.co.uk ) 
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Product: Most Commodities 

FIRST EDGE COMMODITIES 

BAIRD & Co 

Product: Most Commodities 

Product:: Diamonds 

Company Name 

 

Specialists in Precious Metals  

Baird & Co. was established as a firm in 1967 dealing in numis-

matic gold coins of the world moving towards volume dealing in 

bullion gold as government restrictions eased in the 1970s. 

Cash Purchases of Gold Bars  

UK Contact Number +44 207 621 0090 

  
 

First-Edge Commodities are able to sell and locate most commodi-
ties.  Invites all Buyers—Sellers or mandate’s around the world.  
We have a vast database of tried and tested buyers and sellers and 
we are also mandated by Major’s in the Commodity Industry.  

Tel: +44 20 8769 0060 
Fax:+44 20 8769 0070 
Mob.:+44 7800744523 
Skype first.edge1 

Web: first-edge.co.uk                                                                                   

E-mail: info@first-edge.co.uk  

MAZUT     Available Uncut Diamonds       Available    Sugar  Available 
BITUMEN  Available Polish Diamonds      Available     Rice  Available 
JP54        Available (AU) Gold Dust          Available     Cooking Oil Available 
D2        Available (AU) Dore Bars  Available     Coffee  Available 
BLCO        Available Steel   Available     Co Co   Available 
Basra Lite     Available HMS   Available      
LPG-LNG  Not Available Cement  Available 

             FUEL ’s      Metal’s and None Metal’s Products                         FOOD 

WORLD DIAMOND COUNCIL  
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International Headquarters 

580 Fifth Avenue, 28th Floor 

New York NY 10016 

Tel +1-212-575-8848 

Fax +1-212-840– 0496 



 

 

First-Edge Notice Board 

Product: Most Commodities 

Product: Most Commodities 

Product:: BLCO 

Company Name 

Specialists in Diamonds  

Locater and Seller of Diamonds in 

most Afrcan States 

Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) 

First-Edge Commodities has signed a long term contract to supply with CRT a 
Chinese company to supply diamonds and Gold from most African Countries,  

This consists of a variable of choices to help the seller in getting the Gold and 
Diamonds with a capacity to collect by freight flight or private Jet 

Tel: +44 20 8769 0060 
Fax:+44 20 8769 0070 
Mob.:+44 7800744523 
Skype first.edge1 

Corporate Headquarters  

NNPC Towers, Central Business District,  

Herbert Macaulay Way,  

P.M.B. 190, Garki, Abuja. 

Website: www.nnpcgroup.com 

Email: contactus@nnpcgroup.com 

MAZUT     Available Uncut Diamonds        
BITUMEN  Available Polish Diamonds       
JP54        Available (AU) Gold Dust           
D2        Available (AU) Dore Bars   
Diamonds    Available Rough/ Uncut  
GOLD     Available Bars/Dust  
  

Joint Partnership 

Product:: BLCO 

Company Name Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) 

Corporate Headquarters  

NNPC Towers, Central Business District,  

Herbert Macaulay Way,  

P.M.B. 190, Garki, Abuja. 

Website: www.nnpcgroup.com 

Email: contactus@nnpcgroup.com 

Product: Most Commodities 

JJT Trader Headquarters  

All info and Enquiries are directed 

through First Edge Ltd. 
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Product: Most Commodities 

Avocado  Gold 

EFS 

Product: Most Commodities 

Product: Most Commodities 

Imperial Oil 

Specialists in Diamonds and Precious Metals  

EFS has direct, free and clear disposal of Diamonds from most country of 

origin being Genuin, . 

Imperial Oil Trading Limited 

Registered Office: 62 lanbourne  Place. Docklands  

Director: DR Husam Darweesh  

Tel: +44-207- 5380891  
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Product: Most Commodities 

G4S 

Embassy First 

Product: Most Commodities 

Product:: First Edge Comm 

Find Us On Face Book 

Specialists in Private Customer Services  

Our services are designed to set a new benchmark in the provision of bespoke ser-
vices to overseas businesses.  Clients will receive a first class and exclusive service, 
in which Embassy First will help provide clients with products and services not easily 
accessible in some countries.    
                              
Become a client of Embassy First and you will automatically be provided with your own 
dedicated personal assistant, who will offer you full support on all services.  All your 
overall costs will be significantly lower than having to pay for numerous services indi-
vidually. 

Contact Customer Services:  +44 20 8769 0070 

New  
You can find our website 

on Face Business 

We’re the world’s leading name in security solutions, 
a FTSE 100 company and one of the world's largest 
employers. 

Who we are                                                   
G4S is the largest secure solutions company in the UK and Ireland, 

with a turnover of more than £1 billion and over 40,000 employees 

managed from over 80 offices. 

More than 6,000 customers, including 59 FTSE 100 companies and 

the majority of UK Government departments, depend on G4S to 

provide them with a safe and secure way to deliver their services. 

G4S is securing some 
of the world’s most pre-
cious metals 
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Product: Most Commodities 

Gulf Gold Refinery 

Amsterdam Gold 

Product: Most Commodities 

Product:: BLCO 

Heeb Group 

Specialists in Private Customer Services  

Our services are designed to set a new benchmark in the provision of bespoke services 
to overseas businesses.   
Clients will receive a first class and exclusive service in which Amsterdam Gold will help 
provide clients with products and services not easily accessible in some countries. 
 
Become a client of Amsterdam Gold and you will automatically be provided with your own 
dedicated personal account who will offer you full support on all our services.   
 
All your overall costs will be significantly lower than having to pay for numerous services 
individually. 

Banking Trading Group (Main Trading Desk Co) 

Corporate Trader Headquarters  

All info and Enquiries are directed through First Edge Ltd. 

Who is GGR                                                               
GGR is the largest Refinery in Dubai . 

It is expected that the company’s future market infrastructure devel-
opments, will strengthen Dubai’s position as the leading regional 
centre for precious metals. 
 
These infrastructures stand to include the following; 
 
• High tech secure vaulting facilities 
• Refining and Bar making 
• Assaying facilities 
• Settlement 
• Shipment facilities 
• Bullion banking 

Contact First Edge for more information 
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This Months Breaking Quick News 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bernanke’s blow to the gold price 

In the hours after the Fed chairman signally failed to mention 
QE, bullion prices tumbled almost $100 

 

Thailand Plan to spend $11bn on barriers and infrastructure 

· Yingluck accused of ‘Thaksin-isation’ 

· Thai floods set to boost insurance claims 

Germany powers ahead 

Blackstone bets €2.5bn on the offshore wind sector in Germany’s North 
Sea, 

  FE News 

Hopes for Iran talks weigh on oil price 
World powers reopen nuclear negotiations with Tehran 

HSBC agrees $900m sale of insurance businesses 

Axa and QBE buy units in Latin America and Asia 

HSBC foreclosures halted for more than a year 
HSBC falls short of SME lending goal                                   
HSBC faces surging overseas pay costs 
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What Is A 710? 

       
 

A few days ago I was having some work done at my local garage. A blonde came in 
and asked for a seven-hundred- ten.  
 
We all looked at each other and another customer asked, 'What is a seven-hundred
- ten?'  
She replied, 'You know, the little piece in the middle of the engine, I have lost it and 
need a new one..'  
 
She replied that she did not know exactly what it was, but this piece had always 
been there.  
 
The mechanic gave her a piece of paper and a pen and asked her to draw what the 
piece looked like.  
 
She drew a circle and in the middle of it wrote 710. He then took her over to a car 
just like hers which had its hood up and asked 'is there a 710 on this car?'. 
 
She pointed and said, 'Of course, its right there.' the mechanic fainted 
 
If you're not sure what a 710 is 
 
Scroll down 

 

   
 

This is one of the best blonde jokes I've seen in a while 

http://media.photobucket.com/image/driving blonde/mb7/02-2009.jpg?o=11
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